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Abstract: The continuous simulation approach to assessing the impact of climate change on future
flood hazards consists of a chain of consecutive actions, starting from the choice of the global climate
model (GCM) driven by an assumed CO2 emission scenario, through the downscaling of climatic
forcing to a catchment scale, an estimation of flow using a hydrological model, and subsequent
derivation of flood hazard maps with the help of a flow routing model. The procedure has
been applied to the Biala Tarnowska catchment, Southern Poland. Future climate projections of
rainfall and temperature are used as inputs to the precipitation-runoff model simulating flow in
part of the catchment upstream of a modeled river reach. An application of a lumped-parameter
emulator instead of a distributed flow routing model, MIKE11, substantially lowers the required
computation times. A comparison of maximum inundation maps derived using both the flow routing
model, MIKE11, and its lump-parameter emulator shows very small differences, which supports the
feasibility of the approach. The relationship derived between maximum annual inundation areas and
the upstream flow of the study can be used to assess the floodplain extent response to future climate
changes. The analysis shows the large influence of the one-grid-storm error in climate projections on
the return period of annual maximum inundation areas and their uncertainty bounds.

Keywords: flood inundation maps; climate change; EURO-CORDEX projections; continuous
simulations

1. Introduction

Following the EU Floods Directive (2007) [1], flood risk maps should take into account climate
changes and should be updated in cycle, every six years. A standard approach to deriving flood
risk maps, applied in Poland, consists of running the 1D MIKE11 model for design flood waves of
different return periods (e.g., 500, 100, 10 years). Water management and adaptation to floods in
Poland for a 100-year flood have been planned. Design flood wave and model simulations have
been applied to estimate 100-year inundation outlines [2]. In flood risk assessment, a design flood is
customarily applied when flow data are available. When annual flow series are short, event-based
simulation approaches can be applied [3]. This type of approach uses a rainfall generator as an input
to a rainfall–runoff model. Annual maximum flow events are subsequently selected from the obtained
flow series and used as inputs to a 1-D hydraulic model to derive maximum inundation maps. Due to
the relatively large computation time requirements of a distributed flow routing model, a continuous
simulation approach is rarely applied to flood risk assessments [4].

In order to provide flood risk maps for the future, there is a need to include future climate
projections in the design of a flood wave [5,6]. The design flood is usually estimated from the
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probability distribution of annual maximum flows, which may be influenced by water engineering
structures or urbanization [7]. Human interference at the river side changes the water balance of the
river and the character of flood events. The above-mentioned factors make flood frequency analysis
(FFA) based on annual peak flows under the assumption of stationarity not very robust when future
climatic and human-induced changes are expected. In addition, the standard approach assumes that,
for example, a 1-in-100 year flow quantile will be transformed into a 1-in-100 year inundation extent.
That assumption imposes the existence of a linear transformation between the flow and an inundation
area downstream, which is not usually met in practice.

The other approach, followed here, consists of a continuous simulation of a climate
projection–runoff–flow routing system for an ensemble of climate projections for the entire length
of available records and direct derivation of the 1-in-100 year flood inundation maps. The possible
scenarios of the flood protection schemes and changes in land use (e.g., urbanization) may be taken
into account [8]. This approach avoids both drawbacks of the standard method, but may require a high
amount of computing time, which will increase when the uncertainty of simulations is to be included
in the derived risk maps.

The important point related to flood wave design, which includes three flood wave parameters
(wave height, height, length and base level), is the uncertainty. This uncertainty might undermine the
usefulness of the flood risk assessment [9–12]. In addition, an analysis of the influence of different
adaptation scenarios requires an application of a distributed flow routing model that takes most of the
computing time in the simulation approach.

In order to facilitate the computations, we propose an emulator of the 1D MIKE11 model.
An emulator is a simple model approximating particular actions of the original model and is used
instead of that model for computationally intensive applications. Two main types of emulators can
be distinguished: structure-based emulators, where the mathematical structure of the emulator is
derived from the simplifications of the original model, and data-based emulators, where the emulator
structure is identified and its parameters estimated from a dataset generated from planned experiments
performed on the complex simulation model [13].

The distributed 1D model of a riverside, treated as a complex model, can be successfully solved
by data-based dynamic emulation modeling within the following steps [12]: (i) parameter estimation
by calibration and validation of the emulator, (ii) analysis of the uncertainty of the output, and (iii)
assimilation of the data to be analyzed within the emulator with defined parameters. The results of
the emulator can be treated as an input to the flood risk assessment, which constitutes the basis for
scenario analysis and a contribution to the decision-making process.

Decision-making with respect to adaptation or mitigation is usually based on flood risk
assessments, which can be burdened by a quite high uncertainty [14]. This uncertainty can be divided
into two groups: reducible and non-reducible. The reducible uncertainty is dependent on the amount
of available information applied to the model, whereas the non-reducible uncertainty comes from the
randomness of nature.

In Poland, even though the EU Floods Directive (2007) commits all EU countries to follow “the
flood risk adaptation cycle,” the new Polish Water Act gives a high degree of freedom to meet the
EU requirements and interpret the Act in different ways [15]. Since 1 January 2018, the responsibility
for decision-making has been in the hands of local government. Local government bases its decision
on existing master plans, and the regional flood prevention assessments usually do not contain an
uncertainty analysis. At the county scale, the risk assessment seems to be no longer necessary, and the
same refers to scenarios for adaptation.

The propagation of uncertainty [16,17] in the routing model begins at the stage of climate
projection. Both global and regional climate projections display systematic errors [18,19]. Projections
of temperature and precipitation data used as an input to a hydrological model may be over- or
underestimated due to the climate model characteristics and bias related to downscaling [20,21].
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The aim of this study is an assessment of the sensitivity of projections of annual maximum
inundation area to climate projections and modeling errors, including rainfall–runoff and flow routing
models. The analysis framed by this article in the context of Floods Directive 2007 satisfies the flood
hazard assessment, which is an inherent part of flood risk assessment, enriched by the projection of
future climate and uncertainty analysis but without cost–benefit analysis.

The Biala Tarnowska catchment in Southern Poland was used as a case study. Future projections
of precipitation and temperature obtained from the EURO-CORDEX project were applied as inputs to
the HBV model simulating flow in the upper part of the catchment, at the Ciezkowice gauging station.
The sensitivity of the derived future inundation areas at Tuchow meander on the Biala River to climate
projection errors was assessed.

The following content is organized within sections that present the methodology, describe the
case study area, describe the emulator, discuss the results and the uncertainty of the results of both
MIKE11 and the emulator of MIKE11, and apply the developed procedure to climate projections.
Final comments on the achievements of this work are given in the conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Approach

The approach can be summarized in the following steps:

1. calibration and validation of a distributed model (MIKE11) for the chosen river reach;
2. development of an emulator for the selected cross sections of the model in the form of the

input–output transformation;
3. verification of the emulator using independent observation sets;
4. comparison of the deterministic inundation extent maps obtained using both approaches;
5. estimation of prediction error bands (uncertainty analysis of a flow routing model);
6. derivation of dependence of annual maximum inundation area on the upstream flow;
7. dependence of distribution of future annual maximum inundation areas on climate

model instabilities.

The first step required the development of a distributed model for a selected river reach, using
the available DTM data and measured cross sections. The choice of MIKE11 was dictated by the need
to compare the results of modeling to the existing, MIKE11-based flood risk maps for the region of
Biala Tarnowska.

In the second step, the emulator structure was developed based on the modeling goals and
the characteristics of the processes involved [22]. The emulator calibration (Step 3) applied MIKE11
simulations as a source of information on unobserved water levels at cross sections along the river reach.
Verification of the emulator (Step 4) was performed using the reference data from the time period not
applied in the calibration stage. A comparison of the deterministic inundation extent maps provided
an insight into the quality of the emulator spatial predictions. In the next step (5), the uncertainty
of emulator predictions was assessed. The emulator was treated in this step as an additional source
of errors, apart from the error related to the distributed flow routing model. We investigated the
differences between MIKE11 predictions and the emulator predictions for the observations at Koszyce
Wielkie. However, we cannot assess errors at unobserved cross sections, unless we have additional
spatial data, even in the form of historical inundation maps. It would be possible to calculate the
parametric errors by sampling MIKE11 roughness parameter space and derivation in the emulator for
each sample. As there are already many studies on distributed model uncertainties [23], we focused
on uncertainties related to the emulator itself. We considered observations of water levels at the
Koszyce Wielkie gauging station to evaluate the emulator performance and its predictive uncertainty.
The sixth step involved the derivation of a functional dependence (sensitivity curve) between maximum
inundation area and the upstream flow based on the calibration data. The seventh step involved a
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comparison of the frequency distribution of the maximum annual inundation areas based on future
climate projections with and without one-grid-storms caused by regional model instabilities.

2.2. Case Study—The Biala Tarnowska Catchment

The Biala Tarnowska catchment, chosen as a case study, is a mountainous catchment in Southern
Poland. The catchment is semi-natural, and one of the semi-natural Polish catchments, chosen
following an extensive analysis of available hydro-meteorological and geomorphological data [24].
The catchment, with an area of 966.9 km2, has a forest-covered upper part and a lower part covered
mainly by agricultural lands (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The location of the study catchment; left picture: county scale, whole catchment; right picture:
local scale, routing model part.

The upper part of the catchment, down to the Ciezkowice gauging station (527.5 km2) with 97%
classified as forest cover, was modeled by the HBV rainfall–runoff model.

Thiessen polygons were applied to interpolate point precipitation data for the purpose of
rainfall–runoff model calibration and verification. The lower part of the river between Ciezkowice and
Koszyce Wielkie gauging stations was modeled using the 1-D MIKE11 flow routing model and the
emulator, based on a stochastic transfer function.
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Daily hydro-metrological observations of precipitation, temperature, and streamflow and
estimated potential evapotranspiration were used as an input to the hydrological model HBV [25].
Observed historical hydrological and climate daily time series of precipitation, temperature,
and streamflow for 40 years from November 1970 to October 2010 were obtained from the National
Water Resources and Meteorological Office (IMGW) in Poland. Daily potential evapotranspiration
was calculated using the temperature-based Hamon approach [26]. Daily streamflow data from the
Ciezkowice and Koszyce Wielkie hydrological stations for a period of 40 years (1971–2010) were used
in the calibration (1971–2000) and validation (2001–2010) stages.

In the case of Biala Tarnowska, observations at the upstream gauging station Ciezkowice and the
downstream, Koszyce Wielkie, show that one recording observations daily (6 a.m.) might miss the fast
changes of flow in short flood events. The delay between observations in upstream and downstream is
8 h. Because of this, an additional check-up of input daily data was done by a comparison of 10 min
observation data and interpolated daily data. The correlation between them was 0.93, which may lead
to the conclusion that 1 h output results will contain the peaks of flood events.

2.3. Routing Model for Biala Tarnowska River

Two parallel approaches to modeling future inundation areas are presented schematically in
Figure 2. The scheme shows the simulation chain of actions necessary to produce flood adaptation
indices. At the left-hand side of Figure 2, the chain of actions starts from the input data (observed
or simulated daily temperature and precipitation series), which are pre-processed for the whole
time horizon of the simulations. They form the input to a hydrological model, which provides flow
simulations subsequently routed using the MIKE11 model. The adaptation actions may consist of
building the polder release at parts of the river reach to prevent downstream-located cities from
flooding, building embankments, introducing levees, or other engineering constructions.
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Distributed models, e.g., MIKE11 [27], SOBEK [28], and HEC-RAS [29], use the logic of a
real-world system and follow the laws governing the routing of the river. Distributed flow routing is
needed to test different adaptation measures and their influence on flood risk. However, modeling and
comparison of the outcomes of flood adaptation measures require multiple simulations of the entire
system, presented in the left panel of Figure 2.

The application of MIKE11 in this context requires a high amount of computing time.
The approach proposed here consists of replacing the MIKE11 model by a transfer function-based
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emulator as shown in the right panel of Figure 2. The development of the emulator is based on the
distributed model simulations, and its derivation is described in the following sub-sections.

The national climate change adaptation strategy for Poland, in the case of adaptation to
floods, recommends the application of a top-down flow routing software—MIKE11 (DHI, Hørsholm,
Denmark). For the sake of comparison of results, the same software has been chosen in this study.

The routing model of the Ciezkowice–Koszyce Wielkie reach of the Biala Tarnowska River includes
118 cross sections specified using the triple zone approach.

The triple zone approach defines the water depth border value and the resistance in each cross
section. All cross sections were built using direct field measurements, and values were generated from
the digital elevation model (DTM). The resolution of DTM is 1 m horizontally and 0.01 m vertically.

Due to the fact that, in the Biala Tarnowska reach, the water balance depends on ungauged
tributaries in almost 50% of the total flow, the model was supplied with 19 point sources representing
the tributaries and one lateral source. In our approach, we followed the discussion on lateral sources
in the routing model presented in [30]. The authors show the impact of the saturated zone on
matrix–conduit exchanges in a shallow phreatic aquifer and highlight the important role of the
unsaturated zone on storage. In this work, flows of ungauged tributaries were estimated based on the
HBV results for the whole Biala Tarnowska catchment and the participation of the tributary catchment
areas in the Ciezkowice–Koszyce Wielkie part of the catchment. The flows do not take into account the
delays caused by saturation but are simply weighted by the size of ungauged tributary sub-catchments.

The flow routing model has been simulated with a 1 min time step interval, using the HBV
simulated flow time series for the period 1996–2000 as an upstream boundary condition and the rating
curve as the downstream boundary. The fmincon optimisation routine from MATLAB® was applied
to optimize six MIKE11 roughness parameters. The Nash–Sutcliff index (NS) was used to describe
the goodness of model fit for the observed flows and water levels at the Koszyce Wielkie gauging
station. The values of the NS index in Koszyce Wielkie, using flows as a criterion for the calibration
and validation periods, were 0.80 and 0.77, respectively, whilst the NS indices for water levels were
0.60 and 0.54, respectively.

2.4. Input—The Hydrological Model for the Ciezkowice Gauging Station

In this study, the HBV hydrological model has been applied to the upper catchment of Biala
Tarnowska (down to the Ciezkowice gauging station). The model applies daily temperature,
evaporation and precipitation data as an input. The HBV [25] model parameters were optimized using
the DEGL minimization code [31]. The parameters optimized by the DEGL are given in Table 1.

Table 1. The HBV model parameter values for the Biala catchment, Ciezkowice and Koszyce Wielkie.

HBV Routines Name of the Parameter Ciezkowice Koszyce Wielkie Unit

soil routine

P.FC 61.19 119.55 mm
P.BETA 1.68 2.89 non

P.LP 1 1 non
P.CFLUX 0.6 0.23 mm/day

surface water
balance routine

P.ALFA 0.24 0.27 non
P.KF 0.3 0.11 day
P.KS 0.11 1.64 day

soil moisture
routine P.PERC 1.33 1.12 mm/day

snow routine

O.TT 1.23 1.05 ◦C
O.TTI 4.93 7 ◦C

O.FOCFMAX/DTTM 0.01 1.36 ◦C/mm day
O.CFMAX 1.27 1.00 ◦C/mm day

O.CFR 0.71 0.00 non
O.WHC 0 0 mm/mm
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In addition, the HBV model was also used for the entire catchment closing at the Koszyce Wielkie
gauging station to estimate the ungauged tributaries to the Biala reach between Ciezkowice and
Koszyce Wielkie. The optimal model parameters for the whole catchment were obtained from [32] and
are presented in Table 1.

2.5. The Structure of the MIKE11 Emulator

The emulator consists of a Box–Cox transform and a stochastic transfer function (STF) model [33].
The choice of the Box–Cox-STF-based model was dictated by its transparent structure combining
nonlinear input transformation of the input variable (Box–Cox) with linear model dynamics (STF),
forming the so-called Hammerstine-type model [34].

The emulator parameters are derived using the distributed model simulations, available at each
model cross section and discrete in time. For the purpose of the derivation of flood inundation maps
for future climate projections, the model input should have the form of flows, and model output
should be in the form of water levels. Assuming that the emulator’s single module is built between
the 1st and nth cross section, with the flow at an upstream end of the reach acting as an input variable,
and the water levels at a cross section acting as an output variable, the system’s basic module has the
structure as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Module of an emulator based on flow–water-level relationship; Q1,k denotes flow at the 1st
cross section at time k, for k = 1, . . . , T; hn,k denotes water levels at the nth cross section at time k; bc1,n

denotes the Box–Cox transformation between flow used as an input at the first cross section and the
nth transfer function input xn,k.

The emulator equation for the nth cross section has the form of a single-input single-output (SISO)
model with the Box–Cox transformation of an input:

yn,k =
Rn

(1 − Pn · z−1)
xk−δn + εk (1)

xk =
(Q1,k + cn)

bn − 1
bn

(2)

where yn,k denotes water levels at an nth MIKE11 cross section, xn,k denotes transformed by the
Box–Cox model flow Q1,k at the Ciezkowice cross section, and εk is the N(0, σ) error. Parameters Rn,
Pn, cn, bn, and δn are specific for each cross section.

The optimization of parameters of a Box–Cox transform was performed jointly with the STF
model parameters, using the NS criterion to take into account the model output bias. From this point
of view, the procedure was similar to the derivation of a nonlinear gain on the input in the flow
forecasting model [34]. Its output can be expressed either in the form of flow or water levels at required
spatial locations (e.g., the Koszyce Wielkie reach of the river).

It should be noted that any other suitable simplified flow routing model can be used as an
emulator. The emulator with the STF describing process dynamics has the advantage of providing
well-defined model parameters with a known covariance structure as part of its output. The nonlinear
Box–Cox static transformation of flow is used to describe a nonlinear flow–water-level relationship
and to improve the estimation of STF model parameters.
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The emulator of a distributed flow routing model applied here has the form of parallel connected
STF-type modules. The number of modules will depend on the number of cross sections required
to build the inundation map, as shown in Figure 4. In the case study, 118 cross sections of the Biala
River were used as components of the emulator. The part of the Ciezkowice–Koszyce reach includes
the Tuchow meander, 16 km long, which will be used later as an illustration. It is shown by black
squares in Figure 4 and consists of 38 cross sections. The emulator was optimized with the fminsearch
function (part of the MATLAB function library), which applies the Nelder–Mead simplex method [35].
Both the NS index and R2

T were applied as objective functions evaluated at the vertices of a simplex.
The adaptive nature of the process requires continuous revision of simplexes to find the best fit to
the response surface. Each module is calibrated using the outputs (here the water levels at each cross
section) obtained from the fully distributed model. The form of a module depends on the variable
chosen to describe the system dynamics [22].
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To take into account flood wave durations less than 24 h, hourly time steps were used for the
estimation of emulator parameters. In the calibration stage, the best model fit in R2

T varied between
0.97 and 0.98, which shows a very good emulator performance. Besides the goodness of fit, the other
parameters characterize the emulator. The pure advection delay between the first and the last Tuchow
meander cross section is approximately 2 h, depending on the wave speed. However, the total time
of wave propagation in the emulator from the beginning of the model to the last cross section of the
meander was estimated at between 5 and 9 h [36]. The emulator well reproduces MIKE11 simulations,
which is not surprising, as the input–output relationship between the distributed model variables is
well defined. The accuracy of the validation expressed by the coefficient of determination R2

T is of a
similar order as in the calibration stage (about 0.97). The total accuracy of the emulator predictions
depends also on the MIKE11 accuracy, which can be tested at only one available gauging station:
Koszyce Wielkie.

The results of the validation of water level predictions at the Koszyce Wielkie gauging station are
presented in Figure 5. The emulator predictions are shown by a continuous black line together with
0.95 confidence bands depicted by the shaded area. The MIKE11 predictions are shown by the black
dotted line, and the observed water levels are shown by the red line.
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Figure 5. The STF-based MIKE11 emulator of water level predictions, validation stage, the
Ciezkowice–Koszyce Wielkie model. The black dots denote MIKE11 simulations; the continuous
black line denotes the emulator predictions; the red line denotes the observed water levels at the
Koszyce Wielkie gauging station; the shaded area denotes 0.96 confidence limits.

The SISO model could be introduced for Biala Tarnowska despite the tributaries present in the
catchment due to the fact that they are strongly correlated with the main river flow. In the case
where tributaries are not strongly correlated, the MISO (multiple-input single-output) approach is
required [34].

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Deterministic Flood Inundation Maps

Flood inundation areas derived from the water level simulations of MIKE11 and the emulator
are compared in the following subsection. The relationships between the annual maximum flow at
Ciezkowice, forming the input to the emulator (Q) and corresponding water levels (H) and inundation
area (A) at the Tuchow meander simulated by the emulator, are presented in Figure 6. The left-hand
panel shows the H(Q) relationship for the 10th meander cross section, the middle panel shows A(Q),
and the right-hand panel shows the relationship between the water level at the 10th meander cross
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section and the meander annual maximum inundation area A(H). The correlation coefficients of
H(Q), A(Q), and A(H) are 0.96, 0.98, and 0.99, respectively. In the A(H) plot (Figure 6, right hand
panel), it can be seen that, for an increasing water depth value with a constant value of 1 m (dashed
lines), the gradient of the inundated area changes. At a 5 m water depth, the embankments are
exceeded, causing changes in the inundation area response.
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Figure 6. Dependence on hydrological input (annual maxima) and routing model predictions for the
Tuchow meander for the reference period 1971–2010. (a) Water depth values at the 10th cross section of
the meander versus the maximum annual flow; (b) inundation areas at the Tuchow meander versus
the maximum annual flow; (c) inundation area versus the maximum annual water depth at the 10th
cross section of the Tuchow meander. Blue dots denote the data, and green lines denote the fitted curve
to the square polynomial.

The above illustration shows that relationships between the maximum inundation areas and
inflow are nonlinear (middle panel of Figure 6). They can be used to derive local sensitivity indices
describing how the inundation area responds to the variation in input flow at Ciezkowice for adaptation
purposes. In particular, the A(Q) relationship depends on the channel and floodplain geometry. In this
case, the inundation area is more sensitive for smaller maximum flow values than for larger values.

The computation time of the emulator is much shorter than that of MIKE11. As illustrated in
Table 2, the time of preparation of the inundation map using the emulator shows a difference of two
orders of magnitude.

Table 2. Time processing for the 1971–2010 period and an area of 42 km2.

Time of Processing Map Based on MIKE11
Results (s)

Map Based on the Emulator of
MIKE11 Results (s)

Routing 19,035 147
calculating a flooded area and

saving the inundation map based
on 1 m × 1 m resolution DTM

990 990

TOTAL 20,015 (≈5 h 34 min) 1137 (≈19 min)

The vast amount of time might be consumed by mapping the water levels on the DTM. The time
of mapping depends on the size of the area covered and its resolution, and it substantially influences
the total computation time.
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Figure 7 presents differences in the extent of maximum inundation area for the year 1997 for
the lower part of the Tuchow meander. The emulator shows about 3.5% larger inundation area than
MIKE11. The critical success index (CSI) was used [37,38] to assess the differences quantitatively.
The CSI assumes that the times when an event is not expected and not observed have no consequence.
The equation is as follows:

CSI = observed event
(observed event+simulated event but not observed+observed event but not simulated) (3)

In this investigation, an observed event is the inundation area simulated with the distributed
MIKE11 model results, and the simulated event is that simulated with the results of the emulator
of MIKE11 model. However, as spatial observations are missing, we do not know if MIKE11
under-predicts or over-predicts the real inundation extent.
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the year 1997 for a part of the Tuchow meander, and the CSI-based difference (green).

The CSI for the 1997 flood event equals 0.91. The application of the CSI eliminates grid cells that
were differently classified by either of the approaches.

3.2. The Uncertainty of Emulator Predictions

The uncertainty of the emulator predictions depends on the uncertainty of the MIKE11 model
predictions and on the emulator parametric uncertainties.

The uncertainty of the emulator of MIKE11 predictions can be assessed directly by comparison
with the available observations. Unfortunately, no observations of either water levels or inundation
extent are available along the modeled river reach, and only water levels at the gauging station in
Koszyce Wielkie can be used for model validation and an estimation of the uncertainty of its predictions.
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Following the standard STF model procedures, the model parameters, together with an estimate
of their uncertainty and the prediction variance, were derived using the observations. When the
MIKE11 model outputs were used instead of the measured values, the emulator prediction error was
extended by the unknown error term, which also included the Box–Cox transform error.

Whilst the STF model parameter uncertainty is known for each MIKE11 cross section, the
prediction error can be derived only for those cross sections where observations are available. Therefore,
the STF model uncertainty describes the lower constraint (minimum value) of the uncertainty of the
emulator predictions.

In order to estimate the influence of the Box–Cox transform and the STF model uncertainty on
water levels generated by the emulator, we apply Monte Carlo simulations of the emulator parameters
to generate an ensemble of possible model predictions. As each model provides the estimates of
parameter uncertainty in the form of a covariance matrix, the simulations follow the information
enclosed in those estimates. The procedure was applied to the Koszyce Wielkie gauging station.
The model parameters and their uncertainty estimates are given in Table 3.

From the point of view of flood risk assessment, only the water level values that are above the
bank-full are of interest. As the Koszyce Wielkie river reach has high embankments, the water level
values that cause inundation upstream or downstream of Koszyce Wielkie are still in-bank at that cross
section. In order to estimate their uncertainty related to the emulator parameters, the peak values
above the 75th percentile (above 192 m) were selected from the generated ensemble of hourly water
levels. The approach of [39] was followed in choosing the high-flow event series. The minimum
distance between the events was set to 40 h, following the analysis of flow residence times to avoid the
correlation between the events.

An example of event selection is presented in Figure 8. The correlation between the events was
assessed using Bartlett’s test of independence for a significance level of 5%. As a result of that test,
the independence assumption was not rejected.
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Figure 8. Classification of high water levels at Koszyce Wielkie gauging station for the threshold value
equal to the 75th percentile.

The high flow events were used to derive the empirical water level-return-period curves following
the approach described by [40].

The empirical return period T(i) of the i-th sorted highest peak water level was calculated from
the ranked peak water level series according to the formula:
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T(i) = n/i (4)

where n denotes the number of years in a maximum water level series.

Table 3. Parameter values of the emulator of the MIKE11 Ciezkowice–Koszyce Wielkie model and their
uncertainty. Parameters are defined by Equations (1) and (2), where P/R denotes the cross-correlation
between P and R.

Parameter [Unit] Mean Variance

P [-] 0.8710 0.1943 × 10−6

R [-] 0.0199 0.0045 × 10−6

P/R [-] - 0.029 × 10−6

δ [h] 13 0
c [-] −0.2740 0.03
b [-] 0.5246 0.03
ε [-] 0 0.008

Figure 9 presents an example of an empirical relationship between the return period and water
levels obtained for the 10-year long time series of simulated water levels at the Koszyce Wielkie gauging
station for the period 1991–2000. The black-marked curves correspond to nine different parameter
sets of the Monte–Carlo (MC) ensemble simulations, while the red-marked curve is obtained for the
observed time series.
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Figure 9. Example of return-period–water-level relationship for the peak water level ensemble.

The evaluation of return periods allows for a comparison of the modeling results with the
observations for different return periods. Figure 10 presents the derived 1-in-5 and 1-in-10 year
return period water levels in the Koszyce gauging station obtained from an MC analysis of emulator
predictions. The observations, denoted by red perpendicular lines, indicate slight over-predictions of
emulator simulations. The 0.95 confidence bands for the 1-in-10 year return period predictions are
about 2 m wide. We noted that the Box–Cox model parameters have the largest influence on the spread
of the results and can be used to derive weights describing model goodness of fit. However, those
weights are local, i.e., they depend on the local differences between the predicted and modeled water
levels and cannot be extrapolated to other sites.
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Figure 10. Empirical cumulative distribution function (cdf) of water levels with 1-in-10 year return
period (upper panel) and 1-in-5 year return period (lower panel) obtained for the Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations of peak water levels at Koszyce Wielkie (blue lines); red dotted lines show the cdf 0.95
confidence bounds; black stars show the 0.025, 0.5, and 0.975 quantiles water levels with 1-in-10 and
1-in-5 year return periods; the observed water levels corresponding to 1-in-10 and 1-in-5 year return
periods are shown by the red lines.

This illustration indicates the importance of observations of inundation extent (water levels) that
would allow the uncertainty of the predictions to be reduced.

The resulting water level uncertainty is transposed into the inundation extent uncertainty through
the water-level–inundation-extent relationship (right panel of Figure 6). This will result in a different
inundation area uncertainty depending on the incoming upstream flow.

3.3. Derivation of Flood Hazard Maps for the Future

The EURO-CORDEX initiative project [41] was used as a source of daily temperature and
precipitation projections for the period 1971–2100. The projections have a spatial resolution of 12.5 km
(EUR-11) for the RCP4.5 emission scenario. The ensemble applied in this study has seven members,
consisting of four different RCMs driven by three different GCMs (Table 4).

Table 4. List of RCM/GCMs used in this study.

Model Number GCM RCM Full Name Source Institution

1 EC-EARTH RCA Rossby Center regional Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute

2 EC-EARTH HIRHAM Not applicable Danish Meteorological Institute
3 EC-EARTH CCLM Community Land Model Not applicable

4 EC-EARTH RACMO Regional Atmospheric
Climate Model Not applicable

5 MPI CCLM Community Land Model Not applicable
6 MPI REMO Regional-scale Model Max Planck Institute for Meteorology
7 CNRM CCLM Community Land Model CERFACS, France

The bias correction of the projected climate variables is usually performed in order to improve
their physical interpretability [42]. However, all bias correction methods alter the extreme values,
which might be not justified for high flow extremes. Therefore, it was decided to use raw precipitation
projections in the present study of projections of maximum flood inundation extent. The simulation
procedure described in Section 2 was followed to produce a series of projected annual maximum
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inundation areas for the Tuchow meander for the seven climate models, for the 1971–2100 period.
The results are presented in Figure 11.
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and top edges of the blue box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Maximum and
minimum values: dashed black line in each box; red ‘+’: outliers.

The projected maximum annual inundation areas for the seven models show a stationary character,
which results from a stationary character of the annual maximum flow projections for the Biala
Tarnowska [32]. However, looking at the outliers denoted by red crosses, the increase in annual
maximum inundation areas can be found. Closer examination of precipitation projections (not shown
here) reveals that 130-year daily raw precipitation data contain peaks of extreme precipitation, which
are caused by the regional climate model instability (the so-called one-grid storms). These abnormal
events may lead to wrong conclusions on the future projections of extreme high flow events when
linear regression models are used to analyze future trends and the uncertainty of the projections is not
taken into account [32].

The instabilities were detected by a comparison with the precipitation projections for the
neighboring catchment Dunajec. The extreme event should appear in both catchments; otherwise,
the extreme event is classified as a one-grid storm and replaced by the second-highest event in the
year. In this study, instabilities in all but two models were detected. In the case of Biala Tarnowska,
Models 2 and 5 were free of one-grid storms (Figure 12). Significant changes in maximum inundation
return periods were found for Models 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7.
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The NEVA routine [43] for the generalized extreme value (GEV) analysis was performed for
maximum annual inundation area data presented in Figure 12. The one-grid storms influence the
bounds of inundation projection uncertainty (Figure 13). The left panel presents an analysis of data
without one-grid storms, while the right panel presents results with one-grid storms. Obviously, the
uncertainty bounds are smaller in the case of data without RCM instabilities.
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Figure 13. Annual maximum inundation area over a 100-year return period (marked with a black
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the Models, solid colorful lines), and MLE (dashed lines).

Removing one-grid storm events significantly change the results by decreasing the bounds of
uncertainty of the inundation area.
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4. Conclusions

The main issue related to the simulation approach within future climate change projections is the
simulation time. The size, and above all the amount, of data derived from the projections that have to
be processed by a distributed model make flood risk mapping very time-consuming. To accelerate
the process, an emulator of a distributed model was applied. The emulator of the 1D MIKE11 was
based on a stochastic transfer function that presents linear process dynamics, while the linearization of
a flow–water-level relationship was performed with the Box–Cox transformation, which acts as an
inverse of a rating curve. The use of the emulator significantly speeds up the process but may cause
other problems, related mainly to simplification errors and the difficulty in assessing the uncertainty of
its predictions when spatial observations are missing. However, the latter applies also to a distributed
flow routing model. The way forward is further work on the development of remote sensing methods,
using the unmanned aerial system (UAS) to derive local aerial photographs of the inundation extent.

Using the Tuchow meander as an example, relationships have been derived between the simulated
water depth at a given cross section on the meander and the meander inundation area for the annual
maximum flows (Figure 6). Those relationships can be used to assess the sensitivity of maximum
inundation area to changes in annual maximum flows governed by climatic changes.

An additional advantage of the simulation approach presented here is the taking into account of
the variability of antecedent conditions in the catchment before a flood event. The other approach to
the derivation of flood risk maps that uses a design storm of a specified return period derived from
the precipitation projections [44] results in inundation area projections that are biased and depend on
assumed soil moisture conditions before the storm.

There is a large uncertainty in climate projections that influences the estimates of future flood risk.
The crucial action in the case of adaptation to floods is a double check of climate projections. We show
that the pre-processing of climate projections, by excluding one-grid storms (instabilities), significantly
reduces the uncertainty of inundation projections.
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